
Item no.: 374999

DECO S7(1-PACK) - TP-Link Deco S7(1-pack) - Mesh Wi-Fi system (1-pack)

from 60,93 EUR
Item no.: 374999

shipping weight: 0.80 kg
Manufacturer: TP-LINK

Product Description
Deco S7 is the easiest way to guarantee a strong Wi-Fi signal in every corner of your home. The wireless connection and optional linking of all units either by cable or wireless
provide even higher network speed and truly seamless coverage. Want more coverage? Just add another Deco unit.Smooth oaming with one Wi-Fi nameTP-Link Mesh means that
Deco units work together to create one unified network. Your phone or tablet automatically connects to the fastest Deco unit as you move around the house, creating a truly
seamless Wi-Fi experience.Compatibility and easy extensibilityAll Deco units are compatible with each other. If you use more than one type of drive, use the best one as the main
one (closest to the Internet). If you need to expand your network, simply purchase another Deco unit and adopt it into your existing network via the app.
Key Features- Three bands: 1300 Mbps (5 GHz) + 600 Mbps (2.4 GHz)- Support 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (Wi-Fi 5), 3 × 3 MU-MIMO in all bands- AP Router and Access Point operating
modes- IPv6 support- (3) 10/100/1000Mbps LAN/WAN- Mesh system with artificial intelligence: Intelligent analysis of the network environment ensures ideal Wi-Fi coverage tailored
to your home- Smart antennas: Stronger signal increases coverage and improves wireless connectivity- Setting up as easy as never before: The Deco app guides you through the
setup step by stepWireless features- Wireless frequency: 2.4 + 5 GHz (dual band)- WiFi standards: 802.11n, 802.11a, 802.11ac, 802.11b/g- MU-MIMO: Yes- Transmission speed -
5GHz [Mb/s]: 1300- Transmission speed - 2.4GHz [Mb/s]: 600- Tx power 2.4GHz [dBm]: 20- Tx power 5GHz [dBm]: 23- Security: WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK- 2.4GHz MIMO: 3 x 3-
5GHz MIMO: 3 x 3- Type of antenna: Built-in- Internal antennas: 3- Roaming: YesConnectors and Interfaces- LAN speed: (2) 10/100/1000Mbps + (1) 10/100/1000Mbps LAN/WAN-
Gigabit LAN: YesPhysical characteristics- Purpose: Indoor- Buttons: Reset- Operating temperature [°C]: 0 up to 40- Width [mm]: 91- Height [mm]: 162- Depth [mm]:91 Software-
Operating mode: AP Router, Access Point- IPv6 support: YesPackage contents- Device- Power adapter- Patch cable
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